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Apt 3 Now Sold Apt 1 Now SoldApt 4 Under OfferApt 10 Now
SoldBlue-chip Brighton quality comes to Bentleigh's best off-
Centre address in the latest release of luxury apartments from
leading architects, The Silver Arc and renowned builder, Vujic
Property Group. The final release in this luxe boutique group,
these 2 bedroom, 2 bathroom apartments offer individual plans
with a choice of ground-floor courtyard living or, for those who
move fast, a one-only penthouse apartment. Luxe-detailed with a
Smeg kitchen, porcelain-tiled bathrooms, stone benchtops &
heated polished-concrete floors, each home in the group
features individual climate control, keypad and video-intercom
entry and a lift from basement garaging. Constructed to a unique
standard with 350mm pre-cast concrete walls and suspended
slab flooring on each level, each apartment offers rare peace,
privacy and prestige living. Currently, buyers have a choice of 4
apartments including: Apartment 1: Stretched out wide across
the streetfront, this premier garden apartment is the flagship of
the group with impressive presence, a part-covered entertainers'
terrace and a perfectly proportioned north-west courtyard with a
gate to the street. Expansively proportioned with room to lounge
and dine around the well-appointed kitchen, this sunny and
sizeable apartment even has clever added detail including a
state-of-the-art pull-out pantry and extra-large hall storage.
Apartment 3: This quiet rear apartment is one of the largest,
sunniest and most flexibly planned of the group. Designed to
maximise northern light and courtyard living with a sun-bathed
open-plan flowing directly to a north-facing paved entertaining
area, this clever design is enhanced by virtual dual-suite
accommodation with bedrooms (each with their own
bathroom/ensuite and courtyard access) zoned either side of the
light and lofty living area.Apartment 4: Wrapped by the group's
largest courtyard and designed to provide airy open-plan living,
this gorgeous garden apartment opens out at every turn with tall
glass sliders from every room. Cleverly configured with a large L-
shaped kitchen with generous storage, this great ground-floor
apartment has easy-to-furnish space where it counts with room
to lounge and dine inside, a spot to entertain outside and private
outdoor space as a seamless extension of the bedrooms.
Apartment 10: One of just two penthouses stretched out on the
top-floor of this boutique group, this expansive apartment stars
light-filled balcony-focused living with a wide northerly aspect.
With a large kitchen set discreetly within its own defined area,
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Statement of Information
Sections 47AF of the Estate Agents Act 1980

Property offered for sale

Address: 5/491 South Road Bentleigh

Indicative selling price

For the meaning of this price see http://www.consumer.vic.gov.au/underquoting

Single price: $715,000

Median sale price

Median price: $830,000    Unit   Suburb: Bentleigh
Period - From: 31/03/2017 to 30/06/2017 Source: PDOL

Comparable property sales

The estate agent or agent's representative reasonably believes that fewer than three comparable
properties were sold within two kilometres of the property for sale in the last six months
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